1) **Army CECOM ILSC** requisition replacement, and SSA turn in of broken item. (SRNC/Dell/RTHD/RHC2/PFED-RPDA)

2) **GDC4S** (RLC/SCU/PCC only)
   - 1-877-247-7711
   - Use IMPAC Credit Card

3) **CHS-4 MIPR** (RLC/SCU/PCC) (more time consuming):
   - PD CHS: (443) 395-2439/2567
   - Use MIPR

**Components not covered under warranty:**
- Cables
- Batteries
- HUBs
- Printers
- Cases
- Chargers
- Adapters
- Covers
- Straps

**Maintenance Concepts for AFATDS**
- AN/GYK–63(V)2, ~63A(V)2, 63A(V)3–
- Effects Mngt Tool (EMT) AN/GYK–56 (RLC/SRNC/Dell)

**PROFILER**
- AN/GMK–2A (SRNC)

**LFED**
- AN/PSG–14, AN/PSG–14A(V)1, (RHTU–RHC2)

**Centaur**
- AN/PYG–1A(V)1 (RTHD)

**PFED**
- AN/PSG–10(V)3 (R–PDA)

**GDU–R**
- AN/PYG–2(V)1 (R–PDA Divesting)
Army CECOM ILSC, Sustain systems Via GCCS-A Requisition:

Item manager POC for the CHS items is Micheal McGuire, at 443-395-3937, or micheal.d.mcquire2.civ@mail.mil

Need Requisition Processing assistance? Email the CECOM Requisition Processing Team at: usarmy.APG.cecom.mbx.lrc-leo-b16-requisition-processing@mail.mil

Systems Sustainment Via CHS contract: (RLC/SCU/PCC only)

Unit MUST call GDC4S Hotline (1-877-247-7711) for Return Maintenance Authorization (RMA). DO not ship equipment prior to receiving an RMA number.

Unit completes DA Form 2407 with return address in Remarks

Unit pays shipment of defective LRU to GDC4S RSC

Do not contact the Regional Support Center directly

INFORMATION REQUIRED WHEN REQUESTING AN RMA #

- Serial Number (General Dynamics Warranty Label)
- Part Number (General Dynamics Warranty Label)
- System Fault
- Full return mailing address
- Unit Name, POC, email address and phone #

Ship only the faulty components, DO NOT send any cables, TACLINKs, power cables, RHDDS, batteries etc.

E-mail: CHS-Warranty@gd-ms.com
Web: http://chs3.gdc4s.com